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Forward
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Date: October 18, 2022
Location: Capitol Wrestling Center, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Booker T, Vic Joseph

It’s the go home show for Halloween Havoc and that means it is
time for the final push towards the show. In this case that
means we have some main roster stars in some Pick Your Poison
matches for Cora Jade and Roxanne Perez. Other than that, we
need one more night to set up the triple threat NXT Title
match, which certainly needs the help. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Rhea Ripley vs. Roxanne Perez

The rest of Judgment Day is here with Ripley, who is Cora
Jade’s pick to face Perez. The fans are glad to see Rhea and
think she is going to kill Perez, rather enthusiastically
really. Perez goes for the wristlock to little avail and the
spinning headscissors doesn’t work. A chop just makes Ripley
mad so she headbutts Perez in the ribs. Ripley forearms her
into the back and is starting to look rather comfortable.

A quick hurricanrana sends Ripley outside but she moves before
Perez can dive. Instead Perez tries another hurricanrana off
the apron, earning herself a HARD face first drop onto the
apron as we take a break. Back with Ripley holding her in a
waistlock and driving in forearms to the back of Perez’s head.
Perez fights up and fires off some kicks to the leg but an
armdrag is blocked.

One heck of a missed charge sends Ripley shoulder first into
the post, setting up Perez’s suicide dive. Perez slips out of
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a superplex attempt back inside and grabs a super hurricanrana
for two. Another charge is countered into a faceplant for two
and Ripley is stunned off the kickout. Riptide and Pop Rox are
both broken up so Dominik Mysterio distracts Perez, allowing
Riptide to give Ripley the pin at 12:47.

Rating: B-. Perez is looking more and more like a star every
day as she is hanging in there with big names, from Bayley on
Smackdown  last  week  and  Ripley  here.  Ripley  winning,
especially via cheating, is a fine way to go and she got to
look dominant again in doing so. What mattered here was making
Perez look good and they pulled that off rather well.

The OC aren’t sure about teaming with Cameron Grimes. Then
Grimes pulls out a bunch of money and now they’re ready to go
to the moon.

Here are Tony D’Angelo and Stacks, with the former having a
mystery opponent. We’ll see who that is….after a break.

Grayson Waller is ready to get rid of Apollo Crews. Then
Chucky from Child’s Play pops up on screen to taunt him about
Spin The Wheel, Make The Deal. Waller is freaked out.

Stacks vs. Shinsuke Nakamura

Now there’s a surprise and the fans are rather glad to see
him. Stacks grabs a headlock to start and hammers away to
little effect. Nakamura remembers that he’s fighting Stacks
and kicks away without much trouble. Some right hands actually
put Nakamura down though and the chinlock goes on. That’s
broken  up  and  Nakamura  wins  the  strike  off  without  much
effort. The sliding German suplex gives Nakamura two but he
can’t keep a cross armbreaker. Stacks is back up with another
shot but Nakamura kicks him in the head. Kinshasa sends Stacks
outside, followed by another to finish him off at 5:22.

Rating: C. Nakamura being back is a nice surprise, but it’s
more than a little weird to see Stacks getting in that much



offense on him. This actually wasn’t a squash, but rather
Stacks being overwhelmed by someone on a much higher level.
I’m not sure I get the story here, though hopefully it doesn’t
involve Stacks being split off on his own.

Nathan  Frazer  and  Axiom  reminisce  on  their  best  of  three
series when Von Wagner, with Mr. Stone, comes in. Wagner mocks
them and gets a match with Frazer as a result.

Sonya Deville vs. Alba Fyre

Deville has Jacy Jayne and Gigi Dolin with her. Neither can
hit a kick to start so Fyre headbutts her into the corner.
Deville pulls Fyre off the middle rope though and the crash is
good for two. A faceplant drops Deville though and Fyre goes
up  top.  That  doesn’t  work  as  she  has  to  beat  up  Toxic
Attraction, with Deville accidentally helping by kicking Dolin
in the face. A rollup gives Fyre the pin at 2:09.

Post match Toxic Attraction gets back in to go after Fyre,
with Mandy Rose making her return to say she she’s ready for
Fyre. That’s enough for Fyre to come back with the bat on the
other two, before shoving an invading Rose out to the floor.

Oro Mensah and Wes Lee are in the back when Carmelo Hayes and
Trick Williams come in to start a brawl. They fight into the
arena and you know what that means.

Oro Mensah/Wes Lee vs. Carmelo Hayes/Trick Williams

We’re joined in progress with Lee headlocking Williams, who
fights up with some forearms. Hayes comes in and gets missile
dropkicked down by Mensah. Williams trips Mensah down though
and Williams gets to stomp away. That doesn’t last long and
it’s Lee coming back in to strike away on Hayes. Everything
breaks down and Hayes hits a top rope ax kick to finish Lee at
2:52. Short and to the point here, which was “these people are
in a ladder match on Saturday so here they are”.



Post match the brawl stays on, with Nathan Frazer running in.
Some dives leave everyone laying.

Schism doesn’t like Cameron Grimes running from them over to
the OC. No one is stopping them of course.

Bron Breakker is ready to go through JD McDonagh and Ilja
Dragunov. As for tonight, he is looking forward to being on
the KO Show, because he knows something is going to happen.

Schism vs. OC/Cameron Grimes

Grimes throws Reid around to start and kicks him in the face
so it’s off to Fowler, who has about the same luck. Fowler
gets taken into the corner and Anderson comes in to work on
the arm. Some elbows from Gallows make it worse but a blind
tag  brings  in  Reid,  who  knees  Anderson  from  the  apron.
Anderson gets beaten down on the floor, meaning it’s time for
some Schism hugs. Back in and Anderson wins a slugout with
Reid, which is enough for the hot tag to Grimes. Everything
breaks down and Schism is knocked outside and we take a break.

We come back with Grimes crossbodying Gacy for two but getting
elbowed  back  down.  Grimes  can’t  quite  suplex  his  way  to
freedom  but  he  can  crawl  through  Fowler’s  legs  and  bring
Gallows in to clean house. Everything breaks down and Reid has
to save Fowler from the Magic Killer. Gacy hits Grimes with a
backbreaker but Anderson drops him with a neckbreaker. Grimes
hits a Cage In and the Magic Killer finishes Reid at 11:56.

Rating: C+. Now LET IT BE OVER. There is no reason for Grimes
to be dragged down any more than he already has been by this
stupid feud and it needs to end. Gacy is fine enough as a
midcard heel but Grimes is someone who could be a big deal in
more than one place. That isn’t going to happen with Schism so
move on already.

Veer Mahaan isn’t going to say what he said to Sanga last
week. Sanga comes in and is ready to talk.



Video on Katana Chance/Kayden Carter vs. Zoey Stark/Nikkita
Lyons.

We get the contract signing for the Women’s Tag Team Title
match, with Lyons and Stark signing while saying they’re ready
to take the titles. Carter and Chance sign as well, saying
they’re a real team.

We get a split screen interview between Julius Creed and Damon
Kemp,  with  Julius  being  ready  to  fight  for  his  brother’s
career. He isn’t intimidated by Kemp and is ready to take him
out in an ambulance for what he did to Diamond Mine. Kemp says
Creed may be great, but he’s also jealous. That has Julius
chuckling, because Kemp isn’t willing to put in the work to be
great. Kemp says this is about violence and not skill, but
Julius promises to put Kemp in an ambulance on Saturday before
storming off.

Shotzi is back to host Halloween Havoc again this year. The
fans are rather glad to see her again and she is ready to be
all weird and evil. She needs a co-host though so here is Xyon
Quinn to say it should be him. Quincy Elliott is here to say
the same, so let’s just have a match for the gig.

Quincy Elliott vs. Xyon Quinn

Joined in progress with Quinn hitting a clothesline as Shotzi
sits  in  on  commentary.  The  chinlock  doesn’t  last  long  as
Elliott is back up with a running elbow. Quinn tries a Samoan
drop but Elliott falls on him. Elliott’s splash misses though
and Quinn tries for a chair, only to have Hank Walker cut him
off. Back in and Elliott hits a splash, setting up a Banzai
drop for the pin at 2:53.

Thea Hail is upset over her loss to Kiana James and freaks out
in need of a rematch. Andre Chase says they’ll talk about it
later  and  goes  over  the  history  of  Halloween  Havoc,  with
moments  like  Hulk  Hogan  beating  Ric  Flair,  Goldberg  vs.
Diamond Dallas Page, Rey Mysterio vs. Eddie Guerrero and Mandy



Rose winning the NXT Women’s Title. Their homework is to watch
Halloween Havoc, but Chucky pops up on screen to threaten them
via swearing, because that is a teachable moment. Hail: “What
the F***???” Chase and Bodie Hayward are stunned. As usual,
funny stuff.

Pretty Deadly sign their contract for the Tag Team Title match
next week. Edris Enofe and Malik Blade aren’t so sure that
Pretty Deadly is leaving with the titles.

Cora Jade vs. Raquel Rodriguez

This is the other Pick Your Poison match. Rodriguez backs her
into the corner to start so Jade chills on the top. Jade gets
dropped  face  first  onto  the  top  turnbuckle  and  the  chops
against the announcers’ table make it worse. Back in and Jade
manages to get in a few shots before grabbing the baseball
bat. Rodriguez takes it away so Jade slaps her in the face.
That’s enough for a bat shot to Jade and the DQ at 2:43.

Post match Roxanne Perez comes in and beats Jade up to send
her  running.  Rodriguez  puts  Perez  on  her  shoulder  to
celebrate.

Halloween Havoc rundown.

Brooks Jensen and Josh Briggs are hosting a party in the back
to watch the KO Show and put down some bets on what various
people are going to say about Saturday. Sol Ruca walks by on
her hands and it’s time to drink. This was a weird collection
of cameos.

It’s time for the KO Show for the big finale. Without any
introductions, here are Bron Breakker, JD McDonagh and Ilja
Dragunov for a chat. Owens talks about how Shawn Michaels
wanted him here, oddly enough to keep the peace. McDonagh is
asked why he stirs the pot so much but McDonagh says Breakker
and Dragunov are the ones who attacked each other last week.
Dragunov doesn’t think much of Breakker and promises to take



the title from him on Saturday. Breakker: “Over my dead body.”

Owens tries to calm things down, but he doesn’t want McDonagh
as the NXT Champion. Owens: “I talked to his mom earlier and
SHE  doesn’t  want  him  to  be  NXT  Champion!”  Dragunov  says
McDonagh can be great but NEVER a champion. Breakker wants
Dragunov in the same category, but Dragunov brings up Breakker
actually losing his title.

The challenge is on for right now so Owens takes his leave.
Dragunov clears house….and Austin Theory comes out, points at
the title, and holds up the briefcase to end the show. Now
there’s a twist, and it might be a good thing for Theory.
Better this than losing over and over on Raw/Smackdown and
eventually becoming a lame champion who is seen as a failure
when he doesn’t get over with the title. Good segment overall,
as this match needs all the help it can get.

Overall Rating: C+. They were flying through this show and the
guest stars didn’t exactly do much, which made the show a bit
strange. I get that they were trying to hype up Halloween
Havoc and fight back against AEW at the same time, but maybe
advertise these names a bit better? The other thing here was
that they were moving from one match to another as fast as
they could here and little had a chance to set in. I’m not
overly excited about Halloween Havoc, but the last segment did
make me more interested in the main event. Pretty good show,
but I’m not sure how much impact it had.

Results
Rhea Ripley b. Roxanne Perez – Riptide
Shinsuke Nakamura b. Stacks – Kinshasa
Alba Fyre b. Sonya Deville – Rollup
Carmelo Hayes/Trick Williams b. Wes Lee/Oro Mensah – Top rope
ax kick to Lee
OC/Cameron Grimes b. Schism – Magic Killer to Reid
Quincy Elliott b. Xyon Quinn – Banzai drop
Cora Jade b. Raquel Rodriguez via DQ when Rodriguez hit her



with a baseball bat

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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